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ABSTRACT
Software developers usually start coding an application with no formal architecture in mind and
relying on intuition and experience instead of on well-known design patters. A different approach is
recommended for the development of IoT smart applications due to its high complexity that combines
sensors, actuators, communication technologies, and big data analytics, as well as its distributed
nature that spans for different layers of field, fog, and cloud infrastructure. Literature reports many
experiences of software development for IoT smart applications. However, architectural solutions are
presented with no rationale for the choice of software components and the way they relate to each
other. This paper proposes a classification for software components and their relationships in order to
model a software architecture for a particular IoT smart application. Three smart applications for
cities, buildings, and agriculture were selected as examples of using some components, connectors,
and well-known design patterns. Finally, the problems and challenges involved in the choice of
software architectures for IoT are discussed.
Keywords Internet of Things , IoT Design Patterns , Software Architecture , Smart Applications
1 Introduction
The increasing use of software has been allowing considerable changes in business management and the growing
revenues of companies all over the world. Software architecture involves the structure and the organization of
components and subsystems to interact among themselves, aiming at assembling systems [1]. Developers often start
coding an application without a previously defined software architecture, that is, without having a sense of how several
components and connectors will communicate to assemble a new system. Hence, many projects adopt the traditional
layered software architecture, also known as n-tier architecture, which separates the source code into modules and
packages [2].
Unfortunately, this practice often results in a disorganized collection of source code with modules that lack clear roles,
responsibilities, and relationships [3]. This poor software development practice generates solutions that are fragile,
difficult to change, and costly to maintain [4].
The Internet of Things (IoT) brings additional complexity to software development due to its inherent distributed nature
and the massive number of heterogeneous connected devices (sensors and actuators) [5]. The process of developing
software architectures for IoT involves the interaction of a wide variety of components that play distinct roles. Although
there are already initiatives to build these architectures, some challenges remain, such as[6, 7]: 1) connectivity: things
need to be connected to follow the IoT paradigm; 2) languages and tools: although there are several programming
languages, there is no tool capable of orchestrating thousands of devices in a real-life scenario; 3) natural dynamics of
IoT systems: the emergence of new communication protocols, new devices, and new programming languages renders
the development of IoT solutions more complex [7, 8].
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The development process of IoT-based applications can be enhanced to meet new challenges by using patterns, where
a pattern is a description of a set of predefined subsystems, written by experienced developers, for promoting best
programming practices [9]. In other words, when a particular type of recurring problem is solved by many developers in
a similar manner and accepted by many other developers, this becomes a pattern. For example, Model-View-Controller
(MVC), an architectural pattern created for web applications and implemented by several programming languages,
proposes a clear separation into three layers: 1) Model: handles data processing and business rules; 2) View: renders
the graphics components and notifies the Controller layer; 3) Controller: defines the application behavior regarding data
input/output and application browsability [10].The use of patterns has several advantages, such as [6, 11]: a) software
reuse becomes easier since patterns provide vocabulary, and increase the understanding of project solutions; b) standard
names become part of a widespread design language, as they eliminate the need to explain a solution to a given problem
with a long description; c) patterns become a means to document software architectures. In other words, patterns
contribute to software development with defined properties [11].
Components, connectors, and the relationship between them define a software architecture [12], where connectors
are often implemented with project patterns [13]. There are several IoT software solutions in the literature, but no
work classifies and justifies the components in order to facilitate software architecture decisions for IoT application
developers. In general, these only show an ad-hoc resolution of a specific problem, with no explanation and justification
of the choices of software components and connectors. By organizing the components and connectors, as proposed
in this paper, it is possible to have a clearer view of how potential components can connect and compose a software
architecture to solve a specific problem.
This paper classifies architectural patterns into data ingestion, data interaction, data integration, data processing, data
visualization, and data security. This classification allows the developer to have a clear view when choosing which
software components are best suited for a specific IoT application, such as cities, agriculture, health, and industry.
We exemplify the use of some identified components and connectors with three examples of applications in cities,
buildings, and agriculture. Our primary purpose is to review the literature regarding software architectures for IoT and,
therefore, propose a classification for components related to the development of IoT applications. The importance of
this classification is because, as previously stated, the choice of software components and the connectors between them
is an essential factor for better decision making, and also brings more clarity to viewing and understanding the software
architecture. Therefore, this paper has the following contributions:
• IoT Architectural Patterns: A classification of existing software architectural patterns and how they relate
to the inherent characteristics of IoT.
• Software Components for IoT Deployment: Based on the classification of IoT architectural patterns, a set
of essential IoT software components and connectors is presented.
• Case Studies: Three case studies demonstrate the contribution of patterns, components, and connectors to the
literature of the area and to guide future developments of IoT-based applications.
The following sections are organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature, offering a discussion of IoT-related
work, and Section 3 presents the methodology used in the development of this paper. Section 4 presents the classification
of eminent architectural patterns related to IoT, and Section 5 presents a set of software components and connectors,
based on the previous classification, which can be used to organize and improve the choices of a software developer
or architect. In section 6, there is a study on some software architectures known in the literature. Section 7 shows a
study with three classes of IoT applications, from which software architecture patterns are extracted from the literature.
Section 8 presents a discussion of lessons learned, as well as challenges for the future, while section 9 presents the final
remarks.
2 Background and Related Work
There are some widely accepted definitions of Software Architectures, such as the one given by Kruchten [14], where
“software architecture encompasses the set of significant decisions about the organization of a software system.” More
formally, software architecture can be defined as the set of structures needed to reason about the software system, which
comprises the software elements, the relations between them, and the properties of both elements and relations [15].
Software Architectures also play a fundamental role as a bridge between requirements and implementation. The ISO
42010 standard [16] defines requirements on the description of system architectures, focusing on views as key integral
part of the architecture description that addresses concerns of stakeholders.
IoT introduces a new level of complexity for software development due to its inherent distributed nature with a vast
amount of devices and, therefore, a new breed of software architectures is required [5]. The process of building software
architectures for IoT involves the interaction of a variety of components with different roles. The IoT-A project proposed
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an architectural reference model and a preliminary set of buildings blocks to promote a fully interoperable and scalable
vision of IoT [17]. The foundation of the IoT-A Reference Model is the IoT Domain Model, which introduces the main
concepts of the Internet of Things like Devices, IoT Services, and Virtual Entities (VE), as well as the relations between
these concepts. The abstraction level of the IoT Domain Model also has been adopted in this work due to its concepts
are independent of specific technologies and use-cases.
Building interoperable IoT services and applications requires a set of middleware components and system development
and deployment tools for rapid software development. In order to avoid developing extremely focused and vertical IoT
applications not able to interact with each other, common and generic middleware services used by different application
domains become necessary. Razzaque et al. [18] identified a variety of requirements in different categories for an IoT
Middleware, which are also aligned with the functionality groups identified by IoT-A. One of these IoT requirements is
to offer a means for enabling the cooperation between objects and humans and creating awareness about the surrounding
environment (context awareness) in a fully connected environment. Context-aware systems can be defined as systems
that adapt their behavior to the current context conditions without explicit user intervention [19]. Currently, with the
advent of the Internet of Things and the countless applications in different areas, context-aware management has been
increasingly used within the scope of big data analytics [20, 21, 22].
Lee et al. [23] proposed five design patterns related to the security of IoT systems, which are secure logger pattern,
input validation pattern, secure directory pattern, secure adopter pattern, and exception manager pattern. Qanbari
et al. 2016 [24] proposed design patterns for applications that use edge computing: 1) edge computing pattern to
handle the provision of all edge devices automatically; 2) source code deployment pattern for edge devices to handle
the deployment of the code to all devices connected to the IoT system; 3) edge orchestration pattern to handle the
automation of creation, monitoring, and deployment of resources in the IoT Environment. Brambilla et al. [25] proposed
a set of design patterns for user interaction with IoT applications. Graphical user interface patterns are addressed, which
involve the development of solutions for IoT, as well as an Interaction Flow Modeling Language (IFML) to express
content, user interaction, and front-end behavior control of software applications. This paper recognizes the importance
of design patterns for data visualization but addresses the theme more broadly.
Reinfurt et al. [26] studied many IoT solutions and extracted five lower-level design patterns for IoT devices: 1) device
connection pattern on the network; 2) rule-based inference pattern, whose rule specification language exempts the user
from knowing programming languages; 3) device activation trigger pattern, used to send messages to devices that are
not connected to the server but can listen to the messages; 4) wake device pattern, which allows disconnecting devices
from the network to reconnect them when needed; 5) remote lock and cleaning pattern, used to control stolen or missing
devices. Koster [27] briefly discusses some design patterns for connected devices, IoT use cases, information models,
interaction, application programming, infrastructure, and IoT security. These design patterns provide a better solution
for building an architecture model for IoT. However, Koster only addressed IoT-related design patterns but did not relate
design patterns to components of IoT software architectures, as presented in this paper.
Silva et al. [28] discuss the main software architecture projects being proposed in the literature, mainly an approach
to the requirements involved in each project and their respective software architectures. The authors also discuss the
importance of software requirements in Smart Cities. Although this paper discusses some components, it does not
classify and associate them with patterns of existing software architectures. In comparison, in this paper, our discussion
is focused on components and connectors of an IoT software architecture. Yin et al. [29] also address projects for smart
cities, presenting an understanding of different smart city domains: government, citizens, business, and environment.
They also analyze software architectures with particular attention to the data. They present some research challenges
and propose a four-layer software architecture: data acquisition, data vitalization (the relationship between physical and
virtual data), data-related services, and application domain. Yin et al. discuss theoretical aspects of smart cities and do
not contextualize practices of choosing components and connectors of a software architecture.
Ray et al. [30] present the state of the art in IoT and the open problems associated with IoT software architectures, also
discussing essential concepts behind them. The work focuses on specific architectures of the area of IoT applications,
highlights the challenges and enables future research opportunities in software architectures and IoT as a whole.
Mahmoud et al. [31] describe a three-layer architecture - perception, network, and application layers - and present
different challenges related to security and IoT devices. They also present the IoT security state of the art and future
work related to IoT. Here, the discussion is focused on components, and connectors of an IoT software architecture,
whereas Mahmoud et al. discuss some components, but do not classify and associate them with existing architectural
patterns.
Santana et al. [32] analyzed 23 software platforms for smart cities based on functional and non-functional requirements,
and classified them into four categories: Cyber-Physical Systems, Internet of Things, Big Data, and Cloud Computing.
As an outcome of this study, they proposed a reference architecture to guide the development of next generation smart
cities platforms, highlighting a variety of system domains that may facilitate software development, such as urban
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mobility, air pollution and healthcare. While this paper has a role in the development of smart cities platforms, it follows
a traditional approach based on requirements. On the other hand, here we focus on different architectural patterns for
the development of IoT smart applications, not only for smart cities.
Finally, the well-known survey of Atzori et al. [33] presents algorithms, protocols, and solutions for IoT, as well as open
challenges. They discuss different views of the IoT paradigm, according to the evolution up to 2010, describing the main
classes of possible applications. However, they do not address software architectures and patterns for IoT application
development because, at the time of their publication, the challenge was understanding potential applications, protocols,
and technologies.
The papers mentioned above made significant contributions to literature and practice as they focus mostly on IoT
devices and smart city concepts. However, they do not focus on building software architectures and development
patterns for IoT applications, with a study that covers the iteration between components and their connectors. Instead,
this paper addresses design patterns for developing IoT systems more broadly, including aspects such as data ingestion,
interaction, storage, visualization, and processing. To the best of our knowledge, the existing literature does not cover
together patterns of software architectures, components and, connectors, as well as examples of IoT applications. Our
goal is to properly contextualize this area, which is likely to show significant growth in the coming years and to guide
software developers to build advanced IoT applications.
3 Methodology
Since this paper seeks to present a classification of architectural patterns required to implement an IoT solution, a
methodological approach based on hands-on learning gained from real IoT usage scenarios has been adopted. In
particular, this work builds on the experience gained from two international projects in tool development: a) IMPReSS
[34] and b) SWAMP [35].
The IMPReSS project focused on the efficient management of electricity in public buildings, but it is also possible
to apply it in scenarios that aim to make society smarter. Through this project, a platform was created that allows
quick development of applications for context-sensitive scenarios. This platform comprises a variety of components to
render the task of developing IoT-enabled applications more straightforward, including tools for agile development of
user interface, data storage with recognition, context analysis and management, mixed-criticality management, and
wireless IoT communication management [34]. The experience with IMPReSS has brought two critical learnings.
Firstly, arbitrary decisions of patterns, architectures, and software components do not necessarily meet the needs of IoT
applications. These decisions came from experiences with developing applications with different IoT characteristics,
and the resulting solutions did not deliver the expected results. For example, achieving performance compatible with
IoT applications with thousands or millions of sensors required many adjustments to the architecture and connection of
the components [36], [22]. Secondly, the pattern of connection between software components has a significant influence
on the performance and the scalability of solutions, which is often overlooked in the literature. For example, with
the IMPReSS context-aware manager, many combinations of components and connectors have been tested to attain a
performance compatible with IoT needs [36].
More recently, the SWAMP project seeks to develop IoT-based methods and approaches for smart water management in
the precision irrigation domain and to deploy the results obtained by the project in four places: two pilots in Europe
(Italy and Spain) and two pilots in Brazil. Besides, this project aims to improve precision irrigation by monitoring field
status (size, growth phase) based on crop and environment, and adjusting the irrigation plan. Water management pilots
aim to ensure that the technological components are flexible enough to adapt to different contexts and to be replicable to
different locations and configurations [35]. The experience with SWAMP, still under development, is complementary to
IMPReSS. Firstly, simpler architectures centered on the efficient data distribution (for example, using FIWARE Orion
Context Broker), sharing data processing and storage among different software components, add strength and scalability
to solutions. Secondly, the environment where IoT applications run is inherently distributed, involving different devices
and locations for processing and use. The sensors and actuators are installed on the field (farms) and communicate
with intermediate elements, called IoT gateways or radio gateways, which may or may not use fog or edge computing
support. Data is sent to the cloud for processing according to the application’s models (irrigation) and the consequent
generation of user interface services.
Hands-on experience with the development of IoT applications for smart buildings and precision irrigation has led to
the need for extensive state-of-the-art study (still in an early state), experimentation with different technologies and
concepts not yet fully consolidated and understanding how choices affect functionality and performance. In other
words, best practices were understood and classified during the process of developing IoT applications. In general, the
literature presents the use of IoT devices (sensors and actuators), device technologies (e.g., Arduino, Raspberry Pi,
Gateways), wireless communication technologies (e.g., LoRaWAN), protocols (e.g., MQTT, CoAP), IoT platforms
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(e.g., FIWARE, AWS IoT, Google IoT) and data management and processing systems designed for applications such as
online social networking (e.g., Kafka, Spark). Design choices and component connection patterns are often arbitrary,
meaning that there is no apparent justification for the need, requirements, suitability, and trade-offs of existing solutions
to address the challenges of the applications. The purpose of this paper is to shed some light on this discussion and
provide insights to guide and justify decisions related to IoT application development projects.
From the lessons learned from these research papers, a classification for design patterns has been defined, consisting of
seven classes of patterns, which should be analyzed, considered, and investigated during the structuring, design, and
development of a solution for a real IoT problem.
4 Architectural Patterns
Here we explore the following aspects considered necessary for IoT software development, compiled from our
experience and relevant literature in the area:
• Data Ingestion: specify the management of message input, which also involves output and transmission
among components.
• Data Interaction: explores how components exchange messages in a system.
• Data Storage: relates to data storage and retrieval in a system.
• Data Integration: involves computational techniques to combine data from different sources [37].
• Data Processing: focuses on data processing, whether for decision making or transformation of data into
information.
• Data Visualization: explores techniques for the visualization of information by users.
• Data Security: explores methods and techniques for enabling applications to protect their data and physical
devices.
These aspects are detailed as follows in the context of IoT software architectures.
4.1 Data Ingestion
In most scenarios involving real applications, data input, or ingestion plays a vital role. Data ingestion is characterized
by the existence of many data sources [38], in which processing becomes more complex as the number of data sources
increases. Some of the main patterns for data ingestion are:
• Multisource Extractor: refers to the ingestion of multiple data sources efficiently [39]. The multisource
extractor pattern is recommended in scenarios where large data collections are available in different application
domains, and it is necessary to investigate these data sets generally found in databases that do not follow the
relational model [40, 41]. Generally, in large data ingestion systems, enrichers are used to aggregate and clean
the initial data. A reliable enricher transfers, validates, reduces noise, and compresses files and transforms
them into a native format to deliver a representation that is easy to interpret [39]. For example, Bashir and
Gill [42] used the concept of enrichers when storing data coming from sensors in the Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS) with Apache Flume as the message bus.
• Protocol Converter: employs a mediation component to provide an abstraction for data received from
different protocol layers [39]. The protocol converter pattern is applicable in scenarios with a wide range
of unstructured data from sources using different protocols and data formats. This situation often occurs
in IoT, as sensors from different manufacturers with different communication technologies transfer data in
different formats. Conversion is required when data sources use several different protocols to standardize the
structures of many different messages for making it is possible to analyze the information using an analysis
tool. This pattern is common in IoT middleware [18], which tends to convert several communication protocols
transferring data from many sources, such as sensors. Marosi et al. [43] have created an IoT software
architecture for collecting weather data, images, and soil data to enable precision agriculture. Conversion
protocols allow storing information coming from these many sources.
• Multidestination: used in scenarios where processing components need to transport data to many storage
destinations, such as Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), data lakes [44], or real-time analytical engines
[45]. The multidestination pattern is similar to the multisource ingestion pattern. Cenni et al. [46] created a
crawler that queries Twitter API and stores the results in a storage component that feeds statistical analysis,
natural language processing, and sentiment analysis.
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• Just-in-Time Transformation: large amounts of unstructured data are processed into batches using traditional
ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) tools and methods. However, in just-in-time, data is transformed only when
needed to save computing time, as described in Section 6.1. Colmenares et al. [47] introduce a data storage
system capable of ingesting sensor data at very high rates and query times suitable for large-scale smart
applications. This work used global and local data structures to store data in storage components with indexes
updated according to the insertions. Thus, data transformation occurs as a data set is inserted.
• Real-Time Streaming: some issues require instant analysis of the data at the moment it is generated. Under
these circumstances, ingestion and real-time analysis of streaming data are required. Ta-Shma et al. [48]
proposed an architecture for real-time data ingestion and historical data processing. Typically, IoT applications
have a requirement to respond to real-time events based on the knowledge of past events. Real-Time Streaming
design pattern is used to process events at a pace compatible with the needs of smart applications.
4.2 Data Interaction
Data interaction patterns describe how different components of a system interact and communicate with each other,
including communication protocols. Data Interaction is different from Data Ingestion because the former focuses on the
best way to establish a communication between two system components, whereas the latter aims at understanding the
mechanisms used to enter data into the system. Some data interaction patterns are presented below.
• Request/Response: one of the most basic communication patterns, allowing a client to request information
from a server in real-time [49, 50, 51]. Esposte et al. [52] proposed InterSCity, an open-source platform for
smart cities based on microservices. Its goal is to provide a high-quality, modular, scalable, and reusable
middleware infrastructure to support smart city solutions. All microservices offer communication via RESTful
[53] based on the Request/Response pattern. Almeida et al. [54] present the Thing Broker, a Web of Things
platform that provides RESTful interfaces [55] using a set of abstractions to enable communication with
Twitter based on the Request/Response pattern via the Twitter Streaming API.
• Asynchronous Messaging: allows software components to send messages asynchronously in real-time to
other software components [49, 50]. Akbar et al. [56] propose a generic open-source architecture based on
components to combine machine learning with data processing to predict complex events for IoT applications.
Apache Node-RED [57] provides the ingestion of data from different sources, such as MQTT [58] or RESTful
API. After the data is ingested via Node-RED, it is published in Apache Kafka [59] to be accessed by machine
learning algorithms . Apache Kafka is an example of an asynchronous messaging component.
• Publish/Subscribe: an efficient data distribution pattern by reducing network traffic that allows a publisher to
send a message only once to an intermediary, usually called broker, which in turn sends the message to the
subscribers [60]. MQTT is one of the most commonly used IoT protocols today to bring data from devices
connected directly to the Internet through an IP address and deploys the publish/subscribe communication
model. Chen and Lin [61] implemented an MQTT Proxy in their RESTful architecture, comparing latency and
performance between protocols. However, they do not discuss how to implement a RESTful-like functionality
with MQTT. Zyrianoff et al. [36] used the MQTT protocol to send data from the sensors to the data fusion
module.
• Synchronous Messaging: allows software components to send messages synchronously in real-time to other
software components. Zyrianoff et al. [36] conducted a study on the impact of storing data synchronously (the
application waits for a response from the database) or asynchronously (the application queues data to be stored
in the database by another service and resumes its activity). In other words, whenever an application waits for
a confirmation from the database that the data was stored, the message exchange between the components is
synchronous.
4.3 Data Storage
The need to store large volumes of data from different sources has forced databases to follow new rules of relationships
and integrity, which differ from the traditional relational database management systems (DBMS). Some Data Storage
patterns that can be used in IoT systems are presented below.
• SQL: Relational databases are based on query language (SQL) to define and manipulate data, which is
extremely powerful: SQL is one of the most versatile and widely used options, being a safe choice and
especially suited for complex queries. SQL requires the use of predefined schemas (visual and logical
architectures) to determine the structure of the data before working with it. It also requires all the data to
follow the same structure [62].
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In most situations, SQL databases are scalable vertically, allowing a performance boost when loading into a
server by improving aspects such as CPU, RAM, or SSD [63]. Phan et al. [64] studied different types of cloud
databases, assessing and comparing databases, as well as pointing out their differences in performance, usage,
and complexity. Their focus was on assessing the most common types of IoT data, with extensive experiments
using four prominent databases, including MySQL.
However, relational DBMSs follow ACID rules of atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability, which
make the database reliable for its users [62]. Storing and retrieving large volumes of data generated by
IoT applications collide with ACID properties, which processes data slower than it is generated [65]. For
addressing these new challenges brought by IoT, new data storage patterns have been used.
• NoSQL: NoSQL brings together a range of databases that do not follow the relational model, and thus
eliminates a fixed schema, avoids joins and facilitates scalability because, in SQL, schemas are predefined
to determine the structure of the data before working with it, and all the data must follow the same structure.
On the other hand, NoSQL databases have a dynamic schema for unstructured data, storing data in many
different ways [66]. NoSQL stands for "Not Only SQL" or "Not SQL" [67]. While relational databases use
SQL to store and retrieve data, NoSQL encompasses a wide range of database technologies to store structured,
semi-structured, unstructured, and polymorphic data [68].
Key-value databases store data as simple key and value pairs. The keys are unique and have no restrictions.
Besides, this technology does not embrace concepts such as foreign key and integrity. Key-values are suitable
for parallel searches because the data sources do not have relationships between them. Due to the lack of
referential integrity, integrity must be managed by the applications using the data [69].
Column-oriented databases have many columns, each with its key, for each tuple. Related columns have a
column family qualifier to enable joint retrieval during a search. Since each column also has a key, these
databases are suitable for fast writes [67].
Document databases store text, media, JSON, or XML data. This type of NoSQL database is suitable for cases
where it is necessary to search for many documents for a specific query [67].
Graph databases store data entities and connections between them as vertices and edges, to which graph and
social network algorithms and metrics may be applied, such as shorter paths and centrality [67]. Cecchinel
et al. [70] describe a software architecture that collects IoT data. In such a situation, the data is sent by
the sensors and stored in storage components. This architecture faces several challenges, e.g., data storage,
avoiding processing bottlenecks, sensor heterogeneity, and high productivity. To deploy the database, we opted
for MongoDB, which is a NoSQL database.
• HDFS: Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is the primary data storage system used by Hadoop, sup-
porting high-speed data transfer rates between compute nodes. Initially closely linked to MapReduce, a
programmatic framework for data processing [71, 72], today, it is also adopted by modern big data processing
systems.
When HDFS collects data, it divides the information into separate blocks and distributes them to different
nodes in a cluster, thus enabling a highly efficient parallel processing. Fault-tolerance was also a design
guideline for HDFS. The file system replicates or copies each piece of data many times and distributes the
copies to individual compute nodes, placing at least one copy in a server rack different from the others. As
a result, data on unavailable compute nodes can be found elsewhere within a cluster, ensuring continuity of
processing while data is retrieved [71, 72].
HDFS uses a master/slave architecture. In their early versions, each Hadoop cluster consisted of a single
master (NameNode) that managed file system operations and supported slaves (DataNodes) that managed
data storage on individual compute nodes [71, 72, 73]. Miner and Sook [74] present different design patterns
involving MapReduce, including some that use HDFS to store and distribute data processing.
• Polyglot: systems can use multiple types of storage, such as relational databases, files, HDFS, and NoSQL.
Liu et al. [75] proposed a model for smart cities where data management uses ingestion tools to process large
amounts of data. To create this ETL-based data ingestion tool, the authors used many storage components and
deployed the Polyglot pattern.
This section discusses the major design patterns for data storage. However, it is also necessary to integrate this data,
whose patterns are presented in the next section.
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4.4 Data Integration
Data moves across systems but is not always in a standard format. Data integration aims to make data usable across all
systems of interest so that they can be accessed and manipulated by their composing subsystems [39]. Data integration
patterns facilitate data usability by standardizing the integration process. Some data integration patterns are:
• Migration: migration means moving a dataset from one system to another. A migration contains a source
system in which data resides before execution, a criterion that determines the scope of the data to be migrated,
a transformation through which the data set will go through, a destination system into which the data will
be inserted, and a feature to capture the migration results to know the final state versus the desired state
[39]. Migrations are essential for all data systems and are used extensively in any organization that has data
operations.
• Aggregation: aggregation is the act of collecting or receiving data from multiple systems and entering it into
a single system. The aggregation pattern derives its value from extracting and processing data from multiple
systems into a unified application [39]. As an outcome, data is up-to-date at the exact moment it is needed,
is not replicated, and can be processed to generate the desired dataset. The aggregation pattern is ideal for
creating orchestration APIs to modernize legacy systems, especially for APIs that get data from multiple
systems and then process the data into a single response. Bellini et al. [76] proposed a smart city architecture
that includes a data aggregation layer using a multidomain ontology, creating a knowledge base for the city
(some sort of expert system capable of inference).
4.5 Data Processing
Data processing is a conversion of raw data into meaningful information. Data is technically manipulated to generate
results that guide and help to solve a problem or improving an existing situation.
• MapReduce: MapReduce [77] is a model developed for programming parallel applications using the divide-
and-conquer paradigm [78] with two phases. In the first phase, called Map, the data is separated into key
and value pairs, divided into fragments, and distributed to the compute nodes for processing. In the second
phase, called Reduce, the processing performed by compute nodes by a master node [79] is combined, which
generates a single response to the request made by the user. MapReduce is an adequate solution for a wide
range of domains, including data mining and machine learning, social media analysis, financial analysis, image
retrieval and processing, simulation, website tracking, machine translation, and bioinformatics. Currently,
MapReduce is considered one of the most important parallel programming models for distributed environments
[80].
Apache Hadoop [81] is the most widely used open-source MapReduce implementation. It can be adopted
for developing distributed and parallel applications using different programming languages. Hadoop relieves
developers from having to deal with classical distributed computing issues, such as load balancing, fault
tolerance, data locality, and network bandwidth saving [79].
Qureshi et al. [82] propose storing data block replicas in edge components and running MapReduce to group
the data processed by the edge, thus reducing the network workload of moving large data sets and reduces
latency on the network.
• Functional: this is a programming paradigm that treats computing as an assessment of mathematical functions
and avoids changeable states or data. It emphasizes the application of functions, in contrast to imperative
programming, which emphasizes changes in the program state [83, 84]. Functional programming is becoming
the emerging paradigm for distributed data (big data) processing systems such as Apache Spark [85] and
Flink [86], which use functional interfaces to make it easy for programmers to write data in applications in
an uncomplicated and declarative manner. In functional programming, interfaces are specified as functions
applied to the input of data sources. Compared to object-oriented programming, functional programming is
more compact and intuitive to represent transformations based on data and applications [79].
Feng et al. [87] propose an IoT-based processing system of hydrological rainfall data using Apache Flink
[86]. Experimental results show that the processing capacity of the hydrological data processing system using
Apache Flink is much higher than the traditional multilayered architecture system based on Java EE (Enterprise
Edition) or pure NoSQL databases. The authors consider this solution suitable for the automation of water
conservation systems.
• Statistical: statistical programming refers to computing techniques that assist in data analysis. Statistical
programming packages offer a wide variety of techniques for exploring large data sets and creating charts
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to improve understanding of the results. These packages support statistical techniques such as linear and
nonlinear modeling, classification, grouping, and time series analysis [88].
Nesa et al. [89] present an IoT architecture for detecting errors and events in a forest environment with the help
of four statistical models, considering the data spatial and temporal dependencies. Simulation results show
that models can effectively detect both types of outliers, with an accuracy of up to 100% for error detection,
and up to 98.51% for event detection.
• SQL-Like: NoSQL databases address several issues related to data storage and management, but in many
cases, they are not suitable for performing analyzes [80]. Although systems based on MapReduce can handle
scalability issues and decrease query times, users with little knowledge of this approach spend much time
to perform simple operations such as an addition or calculating an average. To address this scenario, some
systems have been developed to facilitate access to query resources of systems based on MapReduce, such as
Hadoop, and development of data analysis applications using a language similar to SQL [80].
Grover et al. [90] benchmarked several big data SQL-type technologies on the Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) used in clinical trial databases.
• Data Fusion: this is a technique that combines data from multiple sources and associates them to increase
accuracy and improve inferences when compared to the information obtained from only one data source
[37, 91, 92]. Zyrianoff et al. [36] and Kamienski et al. [93] used data fusion to combine data from temperature
sensors. This fusion was based on the average in a smart city scenario. By merging the data, it was possible to
preprocess data before sending it to the next component of the software architecture in the smart city scenario.
• Rule Engine: this is a solution for managing business rules in constant evolution by separating the knowledge
of the business rules from their deployment in the system of interest [94]. Zyrianoff et al. [36] and Kamienski
et al. [93] used a business rule inference engine to verify what action an actuator inserted in a smart city
scenario should take based on the data processed by the data fusion component. Thus, business rules can be
changed at any time because they have been separated from the logical deployment of the system to manage a
smart city scenario.
Bashir et al. [42] analyzed large amounts of smart building data using sensors to measure the concentration of
oxygen and other gases in indoor environments. The authors propose a three-layer framework: IoT sensors, data
management, and data analysis, and used a processing component analyzes data stored in HDFS in real-time. If the
oxygen concentration level captured by the sensor is within a threshold preset as comfortable, no action is required.
Otherwise, an oxygen pump is activated until oxygen levels are within a comfortable limit for the user.
4.6 Data Visualization
Data visualization has changed in recent years, evolving from a simple visual representation into analysis techniques to
aid the interpretation of data in a broader sense.
• Mashup View: Mashup View is used to maximize query performance by storing a view of mashups aggregated
in the storage layer [95]. This data visualization pattern reduces analysis time by aggregating the result into a
storage layer. Blackstock and Lea [96] propose a platform that provides a simple way for users to find, control,
view, and share device data. This platform is based on mashups. Soukaras et al. [97] present a development
platform with a toolkit called the IoTSuite, consisting of an editor, a compiler, and a development module
connected to a mapper and a link connector. This development platform is based on mashups to connect all
IoTSuite components.
• Portal: an organization that has a corporate portal can follow this pattern and reuse it for big data visualization.
Merlino et al. [98] propose an extension of OpenStack in a smart city scenario to manage sensors, analyze
data, and provide a real-time sensor and data visualization panel.
4.7 Data Security
Implementing security measures is critical to ensure the proper operation of networks carrying data from IoT devices.
Several challenges prevent the protection of IoT devices and end-to-end security in an IoT environment. Security was
not always considered a top priority during the product design phase. Besides, since IoT is a new and expanding market,
many product designers and manufacturers are more interested in getting their products to the market quickly rather
than taking the necessary steps to ensure security since the design phase [99, 100].
A significant vulnerability in IoT systems is the use of standard or embedded passwords, which may lead to security
breaches. Even if passwords are changed, they are usually not strong enough to prevent hacking. Another common
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problem faced by IoT devices is the restriction of computational resources to implement strong security, which generates
weaknesses across multiple devices. For example, sensors that monitor soil moisture or air temperature cannot handle
advanced encryption or other security measures. Also, because many IoT devices are configured and forgotten - that
is, they are put in the field and left there until the end of their life - they rarely receive security updates or patches
[99, 101, 102].
The lack of industry-accepted standards also undermines security in IoT. Although there are many proposed IoT security
approaches, there is no consensus on a preferred one. Large companies and organizations may have their specific
standards, while specific segments, such as industrial IoT, have proprietary and incompatible industry-lead standards.
The diversity of standards makes it difficult not only to protect systems, but also to ensure interoperability between
them [99]. Some security patterns proposed by the literature are presented as follows:
• Authentication: authentication enables the integration of different IoT devices and their deployment in many
scenarios such as smart cities and smart agriculture. Authentication involves validation between peers of IoT
devices before exchanging information to ensure that the data source is legitimate, i.e., devices of interest to
the application [103, 104]. Gubbi et al. [105] focused on a standard authentication scheme for IoT between
different layers and terminal nodes. The scheme is based on hashing and extraction of shared elements to
prevent interference attacks. This scheme essentially provides an adequate security solution for authentication
in IoT. The extraction procedure comprises some irreversible properties that guarantee security in the IoT
domain.
• Authorization: authorization involves allowing access rights to resources such as sensors or data. Data should
be safe and accessible only to authorized users and systems. Gaur et al. [106] proposed the authentication of
IoT sensor nodes that relies on a unique coding request and response scheme. The scheme uses a preshared
matrix, applying a cipher of a variable when the communication involves many parties. Each communication
(message exchange) between the parties is encrypted using a node key and identifier with a timestamp.
• Physical Security: there is a concern about how to protect memory software and its vulnerabilities at runtime.
Solutions to this problem may have to consider the specific programming languages used by IoT devices, such
as the use of TinyOS [107]. Using software management such as patching, software firmware, and remote
updates can help to physically protect IoT devices [103, 104].
Data privacy is another critical issue for IoT business procedures, and practical solutions remains a challenge [108].
The privacy of user data must be ensured by design as users need maximum protection for their personal information.
Transferring and ensuring data privacy between different nodes on a heterogeneous IoT is a challenging problem
because different network nodes have different trust criteria [109]. The European General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) adds urgency to the need for providing strict privacy guarantees to users of IoT applications [110]. Lu et al.
[111] propose aggregation of data for computing to perform source authentication on devices at the network edge in
order to pre-filter false injected data.
The previous topics described subclasses of IoT software architectural patterns involving IoT. Based on this classification,
the next section presents a set of components and connectors that can help software developers and architects to design
a solution to a problem involving IoT. This classification allows developers to choose more clearly the components
they will use. In the literature, there is a set of articles that propose the solution to a problem and mention which
patterns they used. However, most authors only describe the architecture and components chosen, not mentioning, or
barely mentioning, the grounds for such a choice. Thus, although new IoT application developers find references to
architectures, patterns, and components used in different projects, no compilation nor classification simplifies learning
about the development of applications for IoT. The idea here is to help developers choose components for these
architectures.
5 Components for IoT Software Architectures
In this section, a set of components and connectors illustrates the design of IoT software architectures according to the
pattern classification introduced in Section 4. Here, a component is understood as an independent element, which can
be replaced, but is significant because it has a clear function in its specific context. We chose an IoT problem from a
scenario based on Kamienski et al. [93], in which a public building has sensors and actuators that send messages to a
context manager, where it can fuse data and infer rules that dictate how the actuators behave, to illustrate some relevant
components.
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5.1 Devices
In general, devices are sensors, actuators, and gateways, including mechanical, electronic, and computational compo-
nents. Electronic devices that house sensors and actuators are known as constrained nodes and are classified into two
categories: microcontroller-class devices and general-purpose devices [112]. Microcontrollers often include RAM and
on-chip code storage, offer limited support for general-purpose operating systems, and are generally used to deploy
sensors and actuators. General-purpose devices, such as Raspberry Pi, often have RAM and SSD storage on separate
chips, offer support for general purpose operating systems, and are used to deploy IoT Radio Gateways [113].
In IoT scenarios, sensors are data sources of ingestion patterns presented in section 4.1, particularly of the Multisource
Extractor Pattern. They are essential components for any IoT scenario, as this component captures data to be processed
and transformed into information. Actuators receive a command and execute an action in the context of the applications.
For example, a lamp receives a command to turn on the light. The use of sensors, actuators, and gateways, as well as
the constrained nodes that implement them, is a pattern applicable to all IoT applications.
In addition to microcontrollers and general-purpose devices, IoT applications use a wide variety of equipment that
cannot be strictly classified as restricted nodes, such as smartphones, laptops, desktops, and servers [112]. These devices
also have restrictions, but at different levels than constrained nodes and are used for different functions in an end-to-end
view of a system.
5.2 Data Fusion
The definition of data fusion has been the subject of intense discussion among authors [114], but, in general, it is related
to the process of integrating multiple data sources to generate information that is more consistent, accurate and useful
than it would be if generated by only one single source. Thus, the information is of better quality or more relevant
[115, 116], where quality and relevance depend on the application. Examples of software components that can be used
to perform data fusion are Esper [117], Apache Flink [86], and Apache Spark [85]. Esper was used in Kamienski et al.
[93] to process data from sensors and report the average temperature of a classroom so that a Reasoning Engine could
process actions on the devices, which, in this case, were air conditioners.
Some components, such as Apache NiFi, perform data fusion in addition to their primary function, which, in this case,
is data pipeline. This component can be associated with the Data Processing pattern, described in section 4.5 as it
processes data and transforms it into information, and may reveal patterns in the analyzed data.
5.3 Reasoning Engine
A rule inference engine is a component that executes one or more business rules in a running production environment.
The business rules system allows company policies and other operational decisions to be defined, executed, and
separated from the application code. Typically, inference engines support rules, facts, punctuation, mutual exclusion,
preconditions, and other functions. The most widely used inference engines are JBoss Drools [118], OpenRules [119],
and ThingsBoard [120]. This component can be associated with the Data Processing design pattern presented in section
4.5 and used as an example in works Kamienski et al. [93] and Pramudianto et al. [121]. It can be physically located
in the cloud on machines with high processing power or edge devices with low processing power. For example, this
component was used by authors Kamienski et al. [93] to process information coming from the fusion component and to
take some action, such as turning off a device.
5.4 Throttle
In the context of web services, the throttle is a component that limits connections arriving at the web server [122]. In
the context of IoT, the throttle is used to prevent large streams and data from being sent to the next components. When
a component sends multiple identical messages to another component, a component with the throttle function may
prevent the next component from becoming overloaded. It can be used to implement design patterns related to data
analysis presented in section 4.5.
This component can be associated with the Data Processing design pattern presented in section 4.5. Hiromoto et al.
[123] discussed security in IoT as chain risk management. A throttle-based software architecture manages incoming
and outgoing messages according to the security alerts generated by the security component. Zyrianoff et al. [36]
saw the need for a throttle component in IoT scenarios because vast amounts of messages are sent from the fusion
component to the reasoning engine component, where it processes and sends several actions to devices, which are often
repeated and overload these devices. Thus, the throttle is a component that limits the messages sent from the inference
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engine to the devices. Although this component is not implemented by Zyrianoff et al. [36], the authors are aware of
the utmost importance of using this component through hands-on experiences in the IMPReSS Project.
5.5 Ingestion Components
This component is responsible for the process of obtaining, importing, and processing for later use in a data repository.
Data, especially unstructured data, is moved from the location it originated to another component. This process
usually involves altering individual files by editing their content and formatting their structure. This component can be
associated with the Data Ingestion architecture pattern presented in section 4.1.
Data can be transferred in real-time or ingested in batches. When data is ingested in real-time, the data reaches its
destination almost immediately after leaving the source. When data is ingested in batch, data blocks are consumed
within a time interval.
As IoT devices increase, volume and variation of data sources are expanding quickly. Thus, extracting data for use by a
target system is a significant challenge in terms of time and resources. Other issues faced by data ingestion components
are: 1) several data sources are being born with data formats different from the relational model and these formats
are changing at a great speed and often without warning; 2) in the face of different data formats, ingesting them at a
reasonable speed and processing them more efficiently to make better business decisions; 3) detection and capture of
changed data due to the semi-structured or unstructured nature of the data and to the low latency required in some real
IoT scenarios [124, 125].
This data ingestion component was used in the works of Kamienski et al. [93] together with an MQTT Broker to ingest
the messages coming from the sensors and to send these messages to the data fusion component.
5.6 Interaction Components
This component is responsible for taking data from one component to another, which implements the interaction patterns
described in subsection 4.2.
In systems with multiple components, communication between them is usually through messages, which are transferred
following some connector patterns. Thus, the connector is an essential component of software architectures and belongs
to interaction patterns. Here are some types of connectors that can be used. All connectors presented here can implement
the Publish/Subscribe, Asynchronous Messaging, Synchronous Messaging, and Request/Response interaction patterns
presented in section 4.2.
5.6.1 Type of Connectors
Components are critical elements of a software system, but how they are connected can significantly affect the
performance of a set of components in a scenario. The most common manner of communication between components
is through message exchange. For two components to communicate, they must use a communication component.
For example, a sensor to communicate with the data fusion component needs a communication component. Many
components communicate through APIs, for example, a data fusion component communicating with a rule inference
component. Some well-known manners of connecting components are:
• Serial Connector: sends only one message from one component to another at a given time (Figure 1) and is
therefore suitable for small volumes of messages
Figure 1: Serial connector: allows the transmission of only one message between components at a time.
• Parallel Connector: sends multiple messages between components in the same period (Figure 2), usually
implemented across multiple threads, which can be created on demand. It is also possible to create initially
a thread pool that are already active to perform data transfer. When threads are created on demand, some
messages may experience slight communication delays between two components because the operating
systems and connector applications are creating this thread. The creation of thread pools at startup time
generates a slight delay in the application initialization, which is compensated by the faster use of threads
afterward.
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Figure 2: Parallel Connector: allows one component to send multiple messages to another connector at the same time
• Producer-Consumer: uses the computing technique known as Producer-Consumer to send messages be-
tween components (Figure 3). Unlike serial and parallel connectors, this connector makes the relationship
asynchronous, so that variations in the arrival rate of the data at the producer are not blocked by a slower
consumer service time. A queue buffers messages between the Producer and the Consumer. The Producer
stores messages in the buffer, and the Consumer retrieves them when it is ready.
Figure 3: Producer-Consumer Connector: asynchronous transmission of messages from one component to another.
• Data Pipeline: uses a high-performance communication component to take messages from one component to
another (Figure 4), recommended in scenarios that require fault tolerance, or need to take messages to other
components with delivery guarantees. The most well-known Data Pipeline connectors are Apache Kafka
[126], Apache NiFi [127], Apache Flume [128, 129], and Apache Flink [86]. They make it easy to transport
data between multiple software components, adding features such as fault tolerance and guarantee that the
recipient will receive messages.
Figure 4: Data Pipeline Connector: uses a high-performance communication component to take messages from one
component to another.
• API: Application Programming Interface (API) is a set of routines and standards set and documented by an
application whose functionalities can be used by other applications without the need to know implementation
details, for allowing interoperability between applications. RESTFul is currently a widely used standard for
implementing web services APIs, based on the REST (Representational State Transfer) software architecture
style [55]. Other standards exist, such as GraphQL [130], which implements APIs with a query language.
Kamienski et al. [93] used a data interaction (connector) component to transfer messages from one data fusion
component to a Reasoning Engine component. To implement this communication, we used the producer-consumer
connector detailed in section V-F1. This connector creates a thread pool when the application is created, in which it
receives the messages and buffer them for another thread pool to consume.
FIWARE IoT Agent is a component that transforms data coming from sensors (and going to actuators) into the NGSI
standard using different protocols, such as Ultralight 2.0 [131] or LoRaWAN [132]. Ultralight 2.0 is a lightweight
text-based protocol for restricted devices and communications where device bandwidth and memory may be limited
[133].
5.7 Storage Components
This component is responsible for storing the information of a system in many ways, such as SQL or NoSQL files, and
databases. Regarding the design patterns presented in subsection 4.3, IoT systems mainly use NoSQL databases due to
high volume, variety of formats and speed of data insertion. Several works, such as Cai et al. [134], Cai et al. [135],
Cure et al. [136], Zhu et al. [137], Ma et al. [138], Mallapuram et al. [139] used storage components in their solutions.
These solutions involve storing data schemas for IoT semantics, logs, and dataset storage, as well as storing only
information from services and entities of interest. Jiang et al. [140] used NoSQL storage to save logs and data from
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RFID devices. Orion is a core component of the FIWARE platform [141] that acts as a data distributor, managing data
context life cycle, and can also be used as a temporary storage module for IoT entities [142].
5.8 Data Analytics
This component is responsible for using artificial intelligence, data mining, and machine learning techniques to analyze
large amounts of data and provide information, which implements analysis patterns presented in section 4.5. There are
several components available that perform both open source and commercial data analysis functions. An example is
FIWARE Cosmos, used to analyze data in batches or stream to gain insight into that data by revealing new information
that was hidden [143]. Cosmos is a wrapper that interconnects FIWARE components with existing frameworks for big
data analytics, especially Apache Flink. In IoT systems, time series databases are critical to store and process data,
subsequently due to the constant arrival of data from large numbers of sensors [144]. The FIWARE platform offers the
Quantum Leap component with time series database storage (currently CrateDB [145]) and provides an NGSI-based
API for data entry and query.
5.9 Visualization Components
Based on the pattern presented in section 4.6, visualization components are responsible for displaying data in a
user-friendly manner and particularly crucial for system managers and administrators.
Using visualization components allows us to display assessment metrics in a clear and organized manner automatically
and allows the user to switch between different contexts that require different subsets of sensors (e.g., comfort and
energy saving) installed in the IoT scenario.
Ji et al. present a systemic analysis of requirements related to component visualization from the smart city perspective.
Besides, they propose a new visual IoT architecture known as A-VIoT. The proposed system includes six main
components: a) smart insight to detect complex environments; b) smart video analytics to reduce the amount of visual
data; c) software-defined video to generate elastic visual streams; d) flexible controls to produce an ideal adaptation;
e) cost-effective transmission to improve resource utilization, and; f) crowd coordination to improve cooperation
performance [146].
6 Generic Architectural Patterns
This section presents some examples of generic software architectures that fit the design patterns described here and can
be used for the development of smart IoT applications.
6.1 ETL vs. ELT
Extraction, Transformation, and Load (ETL) technologies and processes have emerged with the data warehouse concept
and have now reached great maturity, remaining as the appropriate technique for Business Intelligence (BI) and
Analytics solutions [147]. The extraction phase is characterized by retrieving raw data from a set of unstructured data
and migrating it to a temporary repository. The transformation phase structures, enriches, and converts raw data into
a different content. Finally, the loading phase is the ingesting of structured data into a repository where it will be
processed by analysis tools [148, 149]. Figure 5a) shows the data stream for ETL.
Although the ETL process offers a suitable solution for different applications, it also generates some problems of its
own. An ETL process allows the Extract and Load phases to be performed at different times according to the source
and destination maintenance windows so that neither source nor destination will be idle at all. With the emergence and
widespread use of NoSQL databases and cloud technologies that ensure elasticity, availability, and high throughput,
data can be loaded into data lakes, rendering it available to different data consumers and applications [150].
Thus, the ELT approach (inverting the Transform and Load phases) provides an alternative to ETL. Instead of
transforming data before loading it, ELT leverages the target system to do the transformation. The data is copied to the
destination and then transformed there. Figure 5b) shows this paradigm inversion in more detail.
ELT does not have a transformation mechanism because this work is carried out by the target system. On the other hand,
in cases where the target system is not powerful enough for ELT, ETL may be more advantageous. In IoT scenarios,
data from some entities can often be stored in a data lake or legacy system. A data lake is a data repository that keeps
the data in its raw form without the need to worry about the structure of the data being ingested and stored [44]. The
ELT tool can help extract data from these legacy systems to be processed by analytical processing components.
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Figure 5: a) ETL is a software architecture with three phases: 1) Data extraction; 2) Data transformation according to
business rules; 3) Data loading or ingestion for storage elements. b) ELT inverts ETL Transform and Load phases.
Both ETL and ELT are architectures for data ingestion, as described in Section 4.1. In the extraction phase, both
software architectures use components of the data ingestion pattern, especially the multisource extractor pattern. In the
transformation phase, both use components of the Data Processing pattern to adjust the data according to the need of
the application that will be used for ETL. In the load phase, a component of the Data Storage pattern is used to store
data and components of the Data Interaction pattern, to move data to the Load phase.
The sheer volume of unstructured data generated by online social network services and their requirement for real-time
updating has led to the need for new scalable data management architectures. Two examples of architecture stand out:
Lambda and Kappa.
6.2 Lambda Architecture
Lambda is an architecture for processing large amounts of data that unifies online and batch processing into a single
structure to balance latency, stream, and fault tolerance [151]. This pattern is suitable for applications with delays in
data collection that need to show in in dashboards afterward [151, 152]. Lambda architecture also allows processing
datasets in batch, aiming at finding behavioral patterns according to the application needs.
Figure 6: Lambda architecture. This architecture has three layers: 1) Batch processing layer. 2) Real-time processing
layer. 3) Visualization layer. Adapted from Kiran et al. [152].
Figure 6 shows the essential components of the Lambda architecture, with three layers: 1) Batch layer to pre-compute
large amounts of data; 2) Speed layer to minimize response latency, performing calculations as data arrives; and 3)
Service layer to view query results over data processed [152]. Lambda uses data ingestion patterns, especially the
multisource pattern, to power Speed and Batch layers, data storage patterns to store results of data processing, and
communication and visualization patterns to access the data in the Service layer.
This architecture allows developers to optimize their data processing costs by understanding which parts of the data
need to be processed in real time or in batches [151]. However, the need to develop and maintain two different codes
for Batch and Speed layers requires more work from the development team, increasing the complexity of the solution
[45]. Nevertheless, Lambda is suitable for big data problems, especially when processing data from sensors or another
source that sends data continuously. In such cases, the Speed layer can detect anomalies in the data, and this verified
data can then be stored in databases. Finally, data can be periodically processed in batch (e.g., once a day, week, or
month) to study and extract behavioral patterns.
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6.3 Kappa Architecture
Kappa architecture focuses only on data processing as a continuous stream, unifying codes of Batch and Speed layers of
the Lambda architecture [153]. Although proposed as an alternative to the Lambda architecture that solves the problem
of duplicate code, Kappa has specific use cases and does not replace Lambda in all scenarios. In Kappa, incoming
data is processed by a Streaming layer, and the results are placed in the Service layer for queries. The idea of Kappa
architecture is to handle real time data processing and continuous reprocessing in a single stream processing engine.
Reprocessing occurs from the stream. If the source code changes, a second stream process repeats all previous data
through the latest real-time engine and will overwrite data stored in the presentation layer [154].
Figure 7: Arquitetura Kappa, composta por apenas uma camada de processamento
This architecture attempts to simplify by maintaining just one source code base rather than managing one for each data
batch and by accelerating the layers in Lambda Architecture (section 6.2). The disadvantages of Kappa are related to
the need to process data in a stream that is not suitable for all cases, such as handling duplicate events, cross-referencing
events, or maintaining order operations that are generally easier to carry out in batch processing.
Kappa architecture uses data ingestion patterns to feed the Streaming layer, data storage patterns to store results of the
data processing, and communication and visualization patterns to access data in the Service layer.
Lambda and Kappa are software architectures related to data processing, as discussed in section 4.5. Despite the
difference in how these architectures do the processing, in a nutshell, they process data and deliver this processing
through visualization patterns described in section 4.6.
6.4 Data Analytics
Data analysis from a big data perspective is different from a traditional analysis because it involves many types of
unstructured data and generally related to text analysis and natural language processing [39]. Data analysis is part of a
design pattern known as pattern recognition using machine learning algorithms. Pattern recognition can be defined
as the classification of data based on knowledge already gained or statistical information extracted from patterns and
their representation [155]. Statistical methods of pattern recognition have been widely applied in the field of artificial
intelligence. Successful applications of these methods in the field of computer vision include extracting low-level visual
information from visual images, edge detection, extraction of information of shade shapes, object segmentation, and
object labeling [156, 157].
Among the numerous applications of pattern recognition, data analysis has increasingly sophisticated methods for
discovering complex structural regularities in large data sets, used in many fields such as social and behavioral sciences.
Classical statistical pattern recognition techniques are used, such as factor analysis, principal component analysis,
cluster analysis, and multidimensional scaling techniques. More sophisticated methods for statistical pattern recognition,
such as artificial neural networks and graphical statistical models, form the basis of relevant tools for detecting structural
regularities in data collected by social and behavioral scientists. Among pattern recognition techniques, machine
learning provides systems with the ability to learn and improve from data without being explicitly programmed
automatically. Machine learning focuses on developing computer programs that can access data and use it to learn for
themselves [156, 157].
The process of applying data analysis methods to specific areas involves defining data types (such as volume, variety, and
velocity), data models (such as neural networks, classification, and clustering methods), and using efficient algorithms
that match the characteristics of the data [158]. What makes IoT data processing a challenge is: 1) data characteristics:
IoT generates a massive volume of data at a very high speed, with varying formats. Data frequently is raw, with low
level of abstraction, which makes it difficult to analyze it. Semantic techniques may be used to improve IoT data
analyzes [159], which may require more effort to deal with data volume, velocity and variability; 2) data privacy:
protecting privacy is crucial because data collection processes may include personal, business and other sensible data;
3) algorithms: finding the best model that fits the data is one of the most important issues for pattern recognition and
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better analysis of IoT data; the results yield by these models and algorithms may be affected by noise, as well as it may
be difficult to interpret the results[158].
Cheng et al. [160] introduced a systematic method for reviewing data mining knowledge and techniques in the most
common IoT applications. In this study, they reviewed some data mining functions, such as classification, clustering,
association analysis, and time series analysis in IoT scenarios. The authors also assigned more data mining methods to
each type of IoT application and suggested a new data mining application using open source software.
Tsai et al. [161] conducted research to address some of the challenges in preparing and processing data for IoT using
data mining techniques. The authors explain about IoT data and the challenges in this area, such as building mining
models and algorithms. These are some of these challenges: 1) to show that the data chosen to be processed will solve
the IoT problem in question; 2) to choose the best data analytics algorithm according to the data characteristics [161].
Li et al. [162] present how to apply deep learning techniques to the IoT environment to improve learning performance
and to reduce network traffic. The authors prepared an elastic model compatible with different learning models.
Experimental results show that the proposed solution outperforms other IoT optimization methods.
7 Architectural Patterns for IoT Smart Applications
This section use categories, components, connectors, and architectures introduced before to provide three examples of
smart applications for cities, buildings, and agriculture.
7.1 Parking Management for Smart Cities
In today’s cities, finding an available parking space is always tricky for drivers, and tends to become even more difficult
as the number of cars on the streets increases. This situation is an opportunity for smart cities to take action to increase
the efficiency of their parking resources, leading to a reduction in parking times, traffic jams, and accidents. Problems
related to parking and traffic jams could be solved if drivers could be informed in advance about the availability of
parking spaces at and around the intended destination. Figure 8 shows an example of a smart parking scenario.
Figure 8: Smart parking. A big challenge of this scenario is to manage cars to park in the parking spaces automatically.
This type of application is a traditional problem in large cities. Khanna et al. [163] and Pham et al. [164] dealt with this
issue with a software architecture pattern, as presented in Figure 9. A device, typically a presence sensor, checks if a car
is in a parking space sends messages to a communication component, usually an MQTT broker. Components with low
computing capacity, such as Raspberry Pi, subscribe to the MQTT broker and consume data from the sensors, calculate
the number of parking spaces, and display the results on a dashboard. Data processed in the low capacity computing
component is sent to a cloud-based high-processing server that calculates the payment for the use of the parking space
and the distributions and occupancy mode between cars and parking spaces. Finally, this data is returned to the low
capacity computing component.
This IoT application uses the following patterns:
• Data Ingestion: Real-Time Streaming Pattern to process and distribute which users use which parking spaces
• Data Interaction: Publish/Subscribe Pattern to establish communication between sensors and low capacity
processing components
• Data Storage: SQL to store data coming from sensors and their respective processing and the NoSQL pattern
to manage the geographic positioning of the parking spaces
• Data Visualization: Pattern Portal to design an information portal for system administrators and managers.
• Connectors: Light Interaction to connect parking space sensors to the MQTT broker; API to connect the cloud
to management applications
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Figure 9: Reference architecture for smart parking applications. A presence sensor sends data on car occupancy to a
low capacity computing component using an MQTT-based connector. The low capacity device processes data, such as
the number of spaces in parking regions, and sends the information to a large-capacity processing server that typically
is in the cloud using a RESTful API. In the cloud are also web and database servers. Data related to the distribution of
spaces (occupied or available), and payment for usage, is processed in the cloud. Data analysis techniques are used to
find patterns or suggest spaces parking closer to the user’s destination.
7.2 Energy Efficiency Management for Smart Buildings
The importance of energy in the contemporary world is growing steadily, but there are still many sources of inefficiencies
in its management, such as public buildings. The path to transforming public spaces into smart environments faces
several challenges, such as energy management in buildings, which are designed to automate lighting and HVAC
(heating, ventilation, and air conditioning) applications [34]. Figure 10 shows an example of a smart building scenario.
Some authors have addressed the problem of power management in smart buildings [165, 36, 93, 34, 166]. Many
proposed solutions for building energy management require an element of high computational power to process, store,
and infer data. Figure 11 shows a summary of this reference architecture: sensors send messages to a cloud server with
high computing capacity, which in turn is responsible for storing, processing, and inferring decisions about changes in
context, which may be a turn on/off and increase/decrease some equipment or device.
Figure 10: Building using smart energy management. The challenge is to manage a building semi-automatically, in
such a way that users do not perceive the management actions.
Existing energy management solutions for smart buildings use context-sensitive techniques. The architecture of these
systems consists of sensors that send messages to a server that preprocesses and fuses data and makes decisions based
on an inference process. As a result, commands are sent to actuators for changing system behavior, such as turning the
air conditioner or lights on or off. Zyrianoff et al. [36], Kamienski et al. [93], Kamienski et al. [34], and Pramudianto
et al. [121] addressed similar situations.
This IoT application uses the following patterns:
• Data Ingestion: Real Time Streaming Pattern for the system to capture and transfer data from sensors; Protocol
Converter Pattern to convert different protocols used by different sensors
• Data Interaction: Publish/Subscribe Pattern to send sensor data to a high-capacity computing component
• Data Processing: Data Fusion and Data Analysis Pattern to process and manage context information
• Data Storage: SQL Pattern to store data in a relational model
• Data Visualization: RESTful API so the application can query information through an interaction component
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Figure 11: Reference architecture for power management applications for smart buildings. A presence sensor sends data
of room temperature and presence of people inside the building to a component of high processing capacity, located
in the cloud, via an MQTT based connector. The cloud hosts web servers, databases, data fusion components, and
inference engines for decision making. Data analysis techniques find user behavioral patterns and change energy system
behavior in a predictive and more efficient manner.
• Connectors: Light Interaction to connect sensors to the MQTT broker; API to connect the cloud to query and
management applications
7.3 Precision Irrigation for Smart Agriculture
Agricultural production plays a vital role in each nation’s economy and has a continual improvement of its processes
and techniques. However, agriculture consumes most of the freshwater available in the world. With climate change, the
introduction of IoT-based technologies in the field is essential to secure our future through precision irrigation. Water
usage can be substantially reduced, but fears of decrease in productivity due to water stress on plants lead farmers
to over irrigate, which can lead to waste through the infiltration of water into the soil, as well as the energy used for
irrigation. These also are a challenge for the sustainability of the planet. Then comes the need for greater water control
in the irrigation of crops.
Figure 12: Smart irrigation. In this scenario, the goal is to automate irrigation according to the crops and climate of the
region.
Precision agriculture collects and interprets vast amounts of data for enhanced field management. The precise
management of irrigation plays a significant role in the continuous increase of production. Firstly, there is a need
to identify the tools to acquire an enormous amount of data generated by sensors and other sources to be analyzed
and compared. Some of the difficulties in adopting precision irrigation are related to data transferring, handling and
processing, and the high cost of investing in hardware solutions to save this massive amount of data. Kamienski et al.
[35], Liqiang et al. [167], Shahanas et al. [168], Ntuli et al.[169], Rad et al.[170], Robles et al.[171], Xiao et al.[172]
presented possible solutions for agriculture irrigation.
Figure 13 shows this reference architecture: a device, typically a soil moisture sensor, sends messages to an interaction
component, such as a LoraWAN gateway, residing in a low capacity computing element, such as a Raspberry Pi. From
the gateway, data is sent by MQTT to the IoT platform and to components that implement models to estimate water
needs and optimize irrigation, located in the cloud. As a result, an irrigation plan is sent to the irrigation system,
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which may involve controlling the actuators directly (such as valves, pumps, and sprinklers) or the interaction with a
third-party system through an API.
Figure 13: Reference architecture for irrigation management applications for smart agriculture. A soil moisture sensor
sends data to a low capacity processing component using LoRaWAN technology. The low capacity device sends data to
a large capacity server that resides in the cloud, where databases, data distribution components, and irrigation model
computing services are located. Data analysis techniques are used in these models to generate the irrigation plan.
This IoT application uses the following patterns:
• Data Ingestion: Real Time Streaming Pattern for the system to capture and transfer data from sensors; Protocol
Converter Pattern to convert different protocols used by different sensors
• Data Interaction: Publish/Subscribe Pattern to send sensor data to a high-capacity computing component
• Data Processing: Data Fusion and Data Analysis Pattern to process and manage context information related to
irrigation.
• Data Storage: SQL Pattern to store data in a relational model. NoSQL pattern to store unstructured and
semi-structured data. HDFS pattern to create a data lake and store the data to be processed.
• Data Visualization: RESTful API so the application can query information through an interaction component
• Connectors: Light Interaction to connect sensors to the MQTT broker or the LoRaWAN gateway; API to
connect the cloud to query and management applications
8 Discussion and Challenges
8.1 Message exchanges in IoT
The use of data interaction components and data ingestion components patterns ensures support to message delivery,
mediation between different communication protocols, and message consumption tracking. Large companies want to
build a solution that analyzes substantial amounts of data in a short time, but artificial intelligence algorithms need
reliable data to work correctly [173, 174]. Obtaining data from different sources and reliably moving it is still a
challenge, and the existing batch-based solutions have not solved the problem [158, 175].
These systems are extremely important when large amounts of data need to be moved between the most diverse
components of different categories, according to section 4. From an IoT perspective, the use of data interaction
components and data ingestion components patterns is necessary because the volume of messages grows exponentially
with the increase of devices connected to the Internet. Few IoT solutions propose using these components to move data
between components massively in IoT scenarios [158, 176].
8.2 IoT Device Interoperability
Component connectors are essential for an IoT solution as they can negatively influence the performance of this
ecosystem. Zyrianoff et al. [36] carried out some performance tests on a smart building scenario, and the results show
the influence of the use of data fusion components and connectors and data inference (data processing). An architecture
that processes data in sequentially connected components that are connected sequentially is not always an adequate
option because the message needs to arrive in one component to be transmitted to the next. This scheme generates
processing bottlenecks throughout the component chain because if the message takes a while to be processed on a
specific component, it delays the entire message exchange stream of the application. An alternative to a software
architecture with sequentially connected components is to place a component that can centralize data sending and
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distribute to other components, such as FIWARE Orion. Thus, if any component delays the message processing, it only
affects a part of the message processing and sending stream, since the components are not connected in sequence.
Using standardized protocols for sending and receiving messages is a fair practice when choosing communication in a
project. Although there are software components that convert protocols between the communication of two or more
systems, using a single communication protocol facilitates the integration of projects that have multiple teams working
on the same project. An example is FIWARE [141], which facilitates the development of IoT solutions. All FIWARE
components communicate via a single protocol, NGSI JSON, which simplifies the development of the solution as a
whole.
8.3 IoT-sourced Data Storage
With the decentralization of software architectures, new storage types, such as NoSQL, are emerging to enable scalability
of IoT solutions. NoSQL DBMSs are used for specific problems. Hills [177] discusses a modeling approach that uses
SQL and NoSQL to build software. New IoT platforms will use hybrid modeling to solve solutions to real scenarios in
the future.
8.4 Future works
Future challenges include:
• Understand the influence of creating hierarchies of low capacity communication and processing elements on
a distributed architecture. Some IoT scenarios require the use of this type of knowledge, such as a scenario
in which an ambulance is in an emergency and needs to pass through slow car traffic. The ambulance can
communicate with edge (low capacity) devices that can make decisions even before sending data to software
components located in the cloud.
• Study and propose an insight into the legal approach to data protection and how far applications can collect
and process data from users. There are few discussions regarding the issue of data privacy, and the legislation
is gradually adapting to the technological reality. It is necessary to understand how data is collected, analyzed,
and stored by IoT devices. Privacy policies should explain the data lifecycle. The lack of these policies is a
vulnerability to the data.
• Develop and research new IoT-specific code security solutions that can defend its systems against internal
network attacks. IoT requires custom-made security solutions because, unlike a traditional computer, IoT
elements usually: 1) have less processing capacity, memory and power supply; 2) execute tasks collaboratively;
and 3) run eminently developed systems using C language or languages based on it. Since existing security
proposals for computers that make up the traditional Internet do not take these characteristics into account,
they are not always suitable for IoT.
• Propose new software architectures so that organizations can adapt legacy systems to the new near real-time
data processing paradigm. For example, banking companies still use scripts that run during hours of low data
processing and read files with financial records to insert data into storage components. This data movement
could be treated as a stream and processed in near real time with Kappa architecture, for example.
• Propose new software architectures capable of ingesting data even with the emergence of new data formats and
increasing data volume brought by IoT. Create new data ingestion components from new software architectures.
9 Conclusion
This paper presented an overview of software architecture patterns in an approach related to the development of IoT
applications, as well as a classification of the major component classes that can be used in IoT software solutions. This
component classification is expected to facilitate the development of IoT applications by software developers, who can
save hours to study to understand how to propose a software architecture for IoT. Besides, this paper discussed the main
difficulties in creating a software architecture for IoT, which will help future developers to make better design decisions.
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